
Why might we garden biodynamically? 

I am always curious what makes people garden biodynamically, and what it means to them 

gardening with a biodynamic approach 

Sometimes it might be eating food that’s grown biodynamically and being impressed with their 

flavour, or visiting a biodynamic farm and being impressed with the biodiversity, wholistic approach 

and the way they care for their animals, or sometimes it might be the extra consciousness, 

mindfulness or spiritual dimension they feel biodynamic brings and are curious to explore that. 

It might even be reading a biodynamic gardening book and being fascinated by the subtle ways of 

the biodynamic gardener’s approach to the natural environment and how they are aware of their 

own inner nature and how that influences the quality of the garden space they create. In short, 

being considerate of and wanting to understand and connect with all levels of existence in our multi-

dimensional Universe. 

Basically I see again and again that people fall in love with biodynamics out of three basic 

experiences we all share: 

We love the pragmatic, practical and resourceful approach and the results it produces in taste, 

flavour, aroma, colour, texture and nourishment and the effective way we can grow plants, which 

are resilient against drought, excess moisture, extreme heat and cold, resistance to wind damage 

and even thriving in the poorest soil conditions. 

In other words it satisfies our need for practicality and our senses being fed and our emotional body 

being satisfied by the optimal results of our labour. 

We feel good in a biodynamic garden and its sublime character of diversity of flora and fauna and 

the many surprises of this natural and cultured environment it harbours. 

We enjoy the fact that our sensitive, and perceptive human intervention and the vibrant expression 

of untouched nature intermingle and thrive from each other’s relationship. 

We might say it nourishes our sense of being nurtured, safe and at home – where the earth, art and 

the heart meet. 

Last but not least, when we approach the garden with more conceptual and philosophical questions, 

depending on the questions we ask and how we ask them, we might notice we start to perceive 

different realities and begin to connect in different ways. 

For the biodynamic principles embrace all realms of body, soul and spirit, and therefore allows us to 

explore not just the visible world and the energetic world of life and its expressions, but beyond 

poses fundamental questions of our existence, and how we can develop a mindful relationship to 

our outer and inner environment and possibly be blessed by discovering that there is an invisible 

lawfulness that weaves through life, which some people call the spirit. 

In the light of the these more contemplative thoughts and reflections of a biodynamic approach to 

gardening, I wish you the most exhilarating midsummer experiences of celebrating the joy of 

greatest expansion of light at this time of year and the many extraordinary phenomena you might be 

taken by surprise with if you cultivate both your inner and outer garden. 

Happy gardening 

Hans-Gunther 



 


